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Abstract—In this paper, we studied joint sparse beamforming
and power control for network-assisted full duplex (NAFD) in a
large-scale distributed antenna system (L-DAS), where the remote
antenna units are operating in either half-duplex mode or full-
duplex mode and are all connected to the central processing unit
(CPU) via high-speed backhaul links. With joint processing at the
CPU, NAFD can achieve truly flexible duplex, including flexible
half-duplex and full-duplex modes. Cross-link interference and
finite-capacity backhaul are the main problems of NAFD in
an L-DAS. To solve these problems, we aim to maximize the
aggregated uplink and downlink rates subject to quality-of-
service constraints and backhaul constraints. Two approaches
have been proposed to solve the optimization problem, where the
first approach converts the objective function to the difference
of two convex functions with semi-definite relaxation (SDR),
and then, an iterative SDR-block coordinate descent method is
applied to solve the problem. The second method is based on
sequential parametric convex approximation. Simulation results
have shown that the proposed algorithms yield a higher rate gain
compared to the traditional time-division duplex scheme.
Index Terms—sparse beamforming, power control, network-
assisted full duplex, Large-scale DAS (L-DAS), semi-definite
relaxation-block coordinate descent (SDR-BCD), sequential para-
metric convex approximation (SPCA).
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, the proliferation of smart devices and
video streaming applications has led to an explosive rise in
the demand for a higher data rate of both the uplink and
downlink in cellular systems [1]. To improve the spectral
efficiency and reduce latency, the fifth generation new radio
supports flexible duplex technology in both the paired and
unpaired spectrum, i.e., it allows frequency division duplex on
a paired spectrum and time division duplex (TDD) operation
on an unpaired spectrum. With co-frequency co-time full
duplex (CCFD), a wireless transceiver can simultaneously
transmit and receive in the same frequency band, and thus,
the spectral efficiency could be further doubled by effectively
eliminating self-interference [2]–[6]. Therefore, CCFD is one
of the techniques enabling the sixth generation.
This work was supported in part by the National Natural Science Foun-
dation of China (NSFC) under Grant 61871122, Grant 61801168, and
Grant 61571120, in part by the National Key Special Program under Grant
2018ZX03001008-002, and in part by the Six Talent Peaks Project in Jiangsu
Province.
In addition to CCFD, researchers have also studied the
spatial-domain duplex techniques. In [7], a spatial domain
duplex was suggested in which one user terminal receives the
downlink from a half-duplex base station (BS), and the second
user terminal transmits to another half-duplex BS on the
same time-frequency resource blocks. In [8], a spatial domain
duplexing technique called the bidirectional dynamic network
(BDN) was proposed for large-scale distributed antenna sys-
tems (L-DASs). In BDN, uplink users (UUs) and downlink
users (DUs) are associated with different remote antenna units
(RAUs). By dynamically allocating the number of transmitting
RAUs (T-RAUs) and receiving RAUs (R-RAUs), both uplink
and downlink service could be supported simultaneously and
flexibly.
Cross-link interference (CLI), that is, the interference from
uplink users to downlink users and the interference from
transmitting BSs to receiving BSs, is the most difficult problem
for cellular networks with CCFD, flexible duplex or BDN.
In [9], network-assisted full duplex (NAFD) based on an L-
DAS was proposed to reduce CLI by using joint processing.
NAFD could be viewed as a unified implementation of flexible
duplex, CCFD and hybrid duplex under a cell-free network
architecture, where all the RAUs are connected to the central
processing unit (CPU) via high-speed backhaul.
For an L-DAS with NAFD, there are two problems that
make its application very challenging. First, the downlink-
to-uplink interference relies on the joint processing, which
requires a large amount of backhaul. Second, the CLI should
be controlled to be very low; otherwise, it will also have a
negative effect on the quality-of-service (QoS) of both uplink
users and downlink users.
In recent years, cellular systems with finite-capacity back-
haul links have been studied by many researchers [10]–[12].
In [10], network utility maximization for the downlink cloud
radio access network (C-RAN) with per-RAU backhaul capac-
ity constraints was investigated, and network energy efficiency
maximization for downlink transmission with load-dependent
backhaul power was considered in [11]. The asymptotic per-
formance of massive MIMO-enabled wireless backhaul nodes
with CCFD small cells operating in either the in-band or out-
of-band mode was analysed in [12].
The CLI in NAFD will make some users have a lower
2spectral efficiency. In [13]–[15], the researchers proposed
some optimization algorithms for CCFD to guarantee QoS of
both downlink users and uplink users. Since the uplink receiver
and the downlink beamforming are coupled in the optimization
problems, the transceiver design with QoS constraints in
CCFD systems is more complex than that in half-duplex sys-
tems [16]–[18]. Although with joint processing, the inter-RAU
interference (IRI) could be suppressed, the residual IRI due to
imperfect cancellation should be considered. Furthermore, in
addition to IRI, there still exists inter-user interference among
uplink users and downlink users, and therefore, uplink power
control should be investigated.
In this paper, we studied the joint downlink beamforming,
uplink receiver, and uplink power control for NAFD in an L-
DAS with finite-capacity backhaul and QoS constraints. The
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We developed a general optimization framework of
transceiver design for NAFD with imperfect downlink-to-
uplink interference cancellation. Using the semi-definite
relaxation block coordinate descent (SDR-BCD) algo-
rithm, we could solve the maximization problem of the
total uplink and downlink rate under power, QoS and
backhaul constraints. To the best of the authors knowl-
edge, this work is the first attempt to study the joint
sparse beamforming and power control with backhaul
constraints for NAFD.
• We also proposed a two-stage algorithm to solve the
sparse optimization problem. In the first stage, we pro-
vided a user selection algorithm by approximating the
indicator function of DU-RAU association with a contin-
uous function. Then, in the second stage, we presented a
joint beamforming and power control algorithm.
• To further reduce the complexity, we proposed an iter-
ative algorithm based on sequential parametric convex
approximation (SPCA).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the channel model, problem formulation and system
model. Then, we propose the SDR-BCD-based algorithm for
an L-DAS with NAFD in Section III. In Section IV, we
jointly optimize the transceiver parameters based on SPCA.
The performance of the proposed algorithms is evaluated by
simulations in Section V. Finally, Section VI summarizes the
paper.
Notations: Throughout this paper, scalars are represented by
lower-case letters (e.g., i), matrices are represented by upper-
case bold letters (e.g., H), and vectors are represented by
lower-case bold letters (e.g., v). The matrix inverse, conjugate
transpose and lp-norm of a vector are denoted (.)
−1
, (.)
H
and |.|p respectively. CM×N is used to denote the set of
complex M ×N matrices. The complex Gaussian distribution
is represented by CN (., .). Calligraphy letters are used to
denote sets.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Network-Assisted Full Duplex for an L-DAS
The system model of an L-DAS with NAFD is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The RAUs can be either CCFD or half-duplex. For
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Fig. 1: Illustration of an L-DAS with NAFD.
a CCFD RAU, theoretically, it could be considered as two
RAUs: one is for uplink reception (R-RAU) and the other
for downlink transmission (T-RAU). It is assumed that for a
CCFD RAU, the self-interference could be mostly cancelled
in the analog domain, and the residual self-interference will
be modelled in the following. It is also assumed that the
user terminals are half-duplex because of the limited hardware
capability, and both uplink users and downlink users are
working on the same time-frequency resources.
In an L-DAS with NAFD, the CPU generates multi-user
beamforming signals of downlink users and sends them to T-
RAUs via downlink backhaul, and on the same time-frequency
resources, the CPU also receives uplink signals of uplink
users from R-RAUs via uplink backhaul and then performs
joint multi-user detection. Furthermore, we assume that the
uplink users’ data can be detected by only one R-RAU; thus,
compared with downlink, uplink usually has less traffic. If the
downlink backhaul is satisfied, then the uplink transmission
will also be satisfied.
B. Signal Model
We consider an NAFD system that contains L T-RAUs, Z
R-RAUs, K downlink users and J uplink users. Each RAU
has M antennas, and each user has only one antenna. Let L =
{1, · · · , L} and K = {1, · · · ,K} denote the sets of T-RAU
and downlink user indices, respectively. Let Z = {1, · · · , Z}
and J = {1, · · · , J} denote the sets of R-RAU and uplink
user indices, respectively.
Let us first consider the downlink. We model the received
signal of downlink user k as
yD,k =
∑
k′∈K
hHD,kwD,k′sD,k′ +
∑
j∈J
hIUI,j,k
√
PU,jsU,j + nD,k,
(1)
where wD,k =
[
wTD,1,k, . . . ,w
T
D,L,k
]T
∈ CML×1 denotes the
beamforming vector for the data streams of downlink user k,
hD,k =
[
hTD,1,k,h
T
D,2,k · · ·hTD,L,k
]T
∈ CML×1 denotes the
channel vector from all T-RAUs to downlink user k, sD,k ∼
CN (0, 1) is the intended signal for downlink user k, sU,j ∼
3CN (0, 1) is the signal of uplink user j, nD,k ∼ CN (0, σ2D,k) is
the additive white Gaussian noise, hIUI,j,k denotes the channel
coefficient of inter-user-interference (IUI) from uplink user j
to downlink user k, and PU,j is the uplink transmission power
of uplink user j. Then, we can write the rate of downlink user
k as
RD,k = log2 (1 + rD,k) = log2
(
1 +
∣∣∣hHD,kwD,k
∣∣∣2
γD,k
)
, (2)
where
γD,k =
∑
k∈K,k′ 6=k
∣∣hHD,kwD,k′ ∣∣2 +
∑
j∈J
PU,j|hIUI,j,k|2+σ2D,k
is the variance in the interference plus noise at receiver k. We
can see that to improve the downlink performance, we should
control the transmission power of uplink users and thus reduce
the interference from uplink users.
For the uplink, we first define J˜z ∈ J , representing the set
of user indices served by R-RAU z, and
∣∣∣J˜z
∣∣∣, representing the
number of users served by R-RAU z. Furthermore, we assume
that the uplink user and R-RAU pairs have been fixed. Then,
we can write the received signal of R-RAU z as
yU,z =
∑
j∈J
hU,j,z
√
PU,jsU,j +
∑
k∈K
HIRI,zwD,ksD,k +nU,z, (3)
where hU,j,z ∈ CM×1 denotes the channel vector from uplink
user j to R-RAU z, HIRI,z ∈ CM×ML denotes the channel
matrix from all T-RAUs to R-RAU z, i.e., the IRI channel
between all T-RAUs and R-RAU z, nU,z denotes the additive
Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance matrix σ2U,zIM ,
and sU,j represents the signal transmitted by uplink user j.
Theoretically, if the CPU has perfect channel state in-
formation between R-RAUs and T-RAUs (all HIRI,l,z), the
downlink-to-uplink interference (the second term on the right-
hand-side (RHS) of (3)) could be cancelled. However, in
practice, it is difficult to obtain accurateHIRI,l,z . We model the
inter-RAU channel HIRI,l,z as HIRI,l,z = HˆIRI,l,z + H˜IRI,l,z ,
where HIRI,l,z ∈ CM×M denotes the imperfect channel
between T-RAU l and R-RAU z, HˆIRI,l,z denotes the corre-
sponding estimated channel and H˜IRI,l,z denotes the channel
estimation error. We further assume that the elements of
H˜IRI,l,z follow a Gaussian distribution, i.e., vec(H˜IRI,l,z) ∼
CN
(
0,δ2IRI,l,zIM2
)
, where δ2IRI,l,z denotes the residual inter-
ference power due to imperfect IRI cancellation in the digital
or analog domain.
After proper interference cancellation, the signal received
by RAU z can be modelled as
yˆU,z =
∑
j∈J
hU,j,z
√
PU,jsU,j +
∑
k∈K
H˜IRI,zwD,ksD,k + nU,z,
(4)
where H˜IRI,z =
[
H˜TIRI,1,z, H˜
T
IRI,2,z, · · · H˜TIRI,l,z
]T
.
The covariance matrix of IRI between R-RAU z and T-RAU
l can be given by
E
[
H˜IRI,l,zwD,l,kw
H
D,l,kH˜
H
IRI,l,z
]
= δ2IRI,l,z‖wD,l,k‖2IM . (5)
To detect sU,j , we assume that RAU z employs single-user
detection after applying a receive beamforming vector uU,j,z ∈
CM×1 to yˆU,z for j ∈ J˜z , and uU,z = {uU,j,z}Jj=1 ∈ CJM×1;
then, the uplink rate for each uplink user j can be expressed
as
RU,j = log2 (1 + rU,j) = log2
(
1 +
PU,j
∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j,z
∣∣2
γU,j
)
, (6)
where
γU,j =
∑
j∈J ,j′ 6=j
PU,j′
∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j′,z∣∣2 + σ2U,z‖uU,j,z‖2
+
∑
k∈K
∑
l∈L
‖wD,l,k‖2δ2IRI,l,z‖uU,j,z‖2
(7)
is the power of interference-plus-noise for uplink user j.
C. Problem Formulation
We aim to jointly optimize {PU,j,uU,j,z,wD,k} to max-
imize the sum-rate of the system under power and QoS
constraints. The design problem is given by
max
wD,k,uU,j,z,PU,j
∑
k∈K
RD,k +
∑
j∈J
RU,j (8a)
s.t.
∑
k∈K
wHD,l,kwD,l,k ≤ P¯D,l, ∀l, (8b)
0 ≤ PU,j ≤ P¯U,j , ∀j, (8c)∑
k∈K
1
{
‖wD,l,k‖22
}
RD,k ≤ CD,l, ∀l, (8d)
RD,k ≥ RD,min,k, ∀k, (8e)
RU,j ≥ RU,min,j , ∀j, (8f)
uU,j′,z = 0, ∀j′ /∈ J˜z, (8g)
where P¯D,l, P¯U,j and CD,l are the power consumption budgets
for T-RAU l and uplink user j and the backhaul constraint
for T-RAU l. (8e) and (8f) are the QoS constraints for
downlink user k and uplink user j, respectively. Condition
(8g) imposes that the receiver should be a zero vector when
the index j′ is not served by RAU z. (8d) corresponds to
the backhaul constraints, where 1
{
‖wD,l,k‖22
}
represents the
indicator function that, with the facility of scheduling choice,
is given by
1
{
‖wD,l,k‖22
}
=
{
0, if ‖wD,l,k‖22 = 0,
1, otherwise.
(9)
As we can see, (9) is a non-convex expression. Motivated
by the method used in [19], we use the continuous function
to approximate: λ¯θ (wD,l,k) = 1− e−θ‖wD,l,k‖22 , where θ ≫ 1.
Then, we can rewrite problem (8) as
max
wD,k,uU,j,z,PU,j
∑
k∈K
RD,k +
∑
j∈J
RU,j (10a)
s.t.
∑
k∈K
λ¯θ (wD,l,k)RD,k ≤ CD,l (10b)
and (8b), (8c), (8e), (8f), (8g).
It is obvious that λ¯θ
(
wD,l,k
)
is strictly less than 1 when
‖wD,l,k‖22 > 0. Therefore, the solution of (10) does not
always satisfy constraint (8d) in original problem (8). Since
4we assume that QoS is the basic requirement and the proper
user selection algorithm has been applied, the constraints (8e)
and (8f) always satisfy both the approximate problem and the
original problem here. This observation motivates us to solve
problem (8) with two steps.
In the first step, we solve problem (10) to obtain the beam-
forming vectors w¯D,l,k and obtain the user-RAU association
as
ψ (w¯D,l,k) =
{
1, if λ¯θ (w¯D,l,k) > ξ,
0, otherwise.
(11)
where 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 denotes a threshold to control the user
association.
In the second step, we solve the following problem to obtain
the sparse beamforming and uplink power control:
max
wD,k,uU,j,z,PU,j
∑
k∈K
RD,k +
∑
j∈J
RU,j (12a)
s.t.
∑
k∈K
ψ (w¯D,l,k)RD,k ≤ CD,l, ∀l, ∀k, (12b)
‖wD,l,k‖22 = 0, ∀ψ (w¯D,l,k) = 0, ∀l, ∀k (12c)
and (8b), (8c), (8e), (8f), (8g).
Since the optimized parameters, such as downlink sparse
beamformers, the uplink receiver, and the uplink transmis-
sion power, are tightly coupled in both subject function and
constraints, the downlink and uplink transmission strategies
should be optimized jointly. Note that problem (8) is a non-
convex problem and difficult to solve. In the following, we try
to address problem (8) with different approaches.
III. ITERATIVE SDR-BCD-BASED ALGORITHM
To solve the coupled problem, we propose an iterative
SDR-BCD-based algorithm. The main idea of the proposed
algorithm is that when uU is fixed, most of the expression of
problem (8) can be solved by using a linear approximation, and
when {PU,j ,wD,k} are fixed, uU can be iteratively updated
with a simple closed-form expression.
Based on the description of Section II, we formulate the
iterative SDR-BCD algorithm into a two-stage optimization
problem to solve problems (10) and (12).
A. Stage I: Solution to Problem (10) with the Iterative SDR-
BCD-based Algorithm
First, we define QD,k = wD,kw
H
D,k and define a set of ma-
trices {Tl}Ll=1, where each {Tl} ∈ {0, 1}M×ML has the form:
Tl = diag
[
0M(l−1),1M ,0M(L−l)
]
. Then, we can rewrite
‖wD,l,k‖22 as ‖wD,l,k‖22 = Tr (QD,kTl). By removing the
rank constraint, rank
(
QD,k
)
= 1, we introduce the proposed
algorithm as follows. With fixed uU,j,z , (8) can be rewritten
as
max
QD,k,PU,j
∑
k∈K
R˜D,k +
∑
j∈J
R˜U,j (13a)
s.t.
∑
k∈K
Tr (QD,kTl) ≤ P¯D,l, ∀l, ∀k, (13b)
QD,k ≥ 0, ∀k, (13c)
∑
k∈K
λ¯θ (QD,kTl)RD,k ≤ CD,l, ∀l, ∀k, (13d)
(
2RD,min,k − 1) γ˜D,k − hHD,kQD,khD,k ≤ 0, ∀k, (13e)(
2RU,min,j − 1) γ˜U,j − PU,j∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j,z∣∣2 ≤ 0, ∀j (13f)
and (8c), (8g),
where
λ¯θ (QD,kTl) = 1− e−θTr(QD,kTl), (14a)
γ˜D,k =
∑
k∈K,k′ 6=k
hHD,kQD,k′hD,k +
∑
j∈J
PU,j |hIUI,j,k|2+σ2D,k,
(14b)
γ˜U,j =
∑
j∈J ,j′ 6=j
PU,j′
∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j′,z∣∣2 + σ2U,z‖uU,j,z‖2 (14c)
+ ‖uU,j,z‖2
∑
i∈K
∑
l∈L
Tr (QD,kTl)δ
2
IRI,l,z.
It is obvious that constraints (8c), (8g), (13b), (13c), (13e),
and (13f) are all of convex form due to the linear approxi-
mation. We only need to deal with constraint (13d) and the
objective function.
Now, we consider converting the objective function to a
convex form. Since the rate function can be expressed as a
difference of two concave functions, i.e.,∑
k∈K
R˜D,k +
∑
j∈J
R˜U,j = f (Q,P )− h (Q,P ) , (15)
where
f (Q,P )=
∑
k∈K
log2
(
hHD,kQD,khD,k + γ˜D,k
)
+
∑
j∈J
log2
(
PU,j
∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j,z∣∣2 + γ˜U,j
)
(16a)
h (Q,P )=
∑
k∈K
log2γ˜D,k+
∑
j∈J
log2γ˜U,j, (16b)
we rewrite (13) as
max
wD,k,PU,j
f (Q,P )− h (Q,P )
s.t. (13b), (13c), (8c), (8g), (13d), (13e), (13f).
(17)
It can be observed that (15) is a standard difference between
two convex functions [20] program, and the main work left
for us now is determining how to convert concave function
h (Q,P ) to make the objective function convex. Inspired by
[20], we apply a first-order approximation of concave function
h (Q,P ).
Using ∇aln (b+ ca) = c(b+ ca)−1, we have
the inequality: log2 (b+ ca) ≤ log2 (b+ ca0) +
c 1ln 2 (b+ ca0)
−1 (a− a0), for a ≥ 0. Then, the approximation
is given in (18) at the top of the next page. where ϕ
(n)
D and
φ
(n)
U are defined as
ϕ
(n)
D =
( ∑
k′∈K,k′ 6=k
hHD,kQ
(n)
D,k′hD,k +
∑
j∈J
P
(n)
U,j |hIUI,j,k|2+σ2D,k
)−1
(19a)
φ
(n)
U =
( ∑
j∈J ,j′ 6=j
P
(n)
U,j′
∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j′,z∣∣2 + σ2U,z‖uU,j,z‖2
5h(n) (Q,P ) =h
(
Q(n),P (n)
)
+
ϕ
(n)
D
ln 2
∑
k∈K
∑
j∈J
(
PU,j − P (n)U,j
)
|hIUI,j,k|2 + φ
(n)
U
ln 2
∑
j∈J
‖uU,j,z‖2
∑
k∈K
∑
l∈L
Tr
(
QD,k −Q(n)D,k
)
Tlδ
2
IRI,l,z
+
ϕ
(n)
D
ln 2
∑
k∈K
∑
k′∈K,k′ 6=k
hHD,k
(
QD,k′ −Q(n)D,k′
)
hD,k +
φ
(n)
U
ln 2
∑
j∈J
∑
j′∈J ,j′ 6=j
(
PU,j′ − P (n)U,j′
) ∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j′,z∣∣2
(18)
+
∑
k′∈K
∑
l∈L
Tr(Q
(n)
D,k′Tl)δ
2
IRI,l,z‖uU,j,z‖2
)−1
. (19b)
Note that, here,
(
Q(n),P (n)
)
denotes the value of (Q,P ) at
iteration n. Replacing h (Q,P ) by its affine majorization in
the neighbourhood of
(
Q(n),P (n)
)
, we finally increase the
objective in the next iteration. Subsequently, we deal with
the downlink backhaul constraint (13d). By introducing an
auxiliary variable ρD,k ≥ 0, we can obtain∑
k∈K
ρD,k
(
1− e−θTr(QD,kTl)
)
≤ CD,l, ∀l, (20a)
RD,k ≤ ρD,k, ∀k. (20b)
As a result, ρD,k can be interpreted as the upper bound
rate constraint for downlink user k. Here, we can see that
both (20a) and (20b) are of non-convex form, and then, we
will approximate the two inequations one by one. First, we
approximate inequation (20a) as
ρD,k
(
1− e−θTr(QD,kTl)
)
≤ ρˆD,l,k, (21a)∑
k∈K
ρˆD,l,k ≤ CD,l, (21b)
where ρˆD,l,k is an auxiliary variable. By taking the natural
logarithm of the left-hand-side (LHS) and RHS of inequality
constraint (21a), we rewrite (21a) as
log (ρD,k) + log
(
1− e−θTr(QD,kTl)
)
≤ log (ρˆD,l,k) . (22)
It can be shown that log (ρˆD,l,k) is a concave function
over ρˆD,l,k’s. However, the LHS of constraint (22) is still
non-convex. Since log (ρD,k) and log
(
1− e−θTr(QD,kTl)) are
concave functions over ρD,k and Tr (QD,kTl), respectively,
their first-order approximations serve as their upper bounds.
Specifically, given any ρ
(n)
D,k and Tr
(
Q
(n)
D,kTl
)
, the first-order
approximations of log (ρD,k) and log
(
1− e−θTr(QD,kTl)) can
be expressed as
log
(
1− e−θTr(QD,kTl)
)
≤Ψ
(
Q
(n)
D,k
)
, (23a)
log (ρD,k) ≤
ρD,k − ρ(n)D,k
ρ
(n)
D,k
+ log
(
ρ
(n)
D,k
)
, (23b)
where
Ψ
(
Q
(n)
D,k
)
= log
(
1− e−θTr
(
Q
(n)
D,kTl
))
+
θe
−θTr
(
Q
(n)
D,kTl
)
Tr (QD,kTl)
1− e−θTr
(
Q
(n)
D,kTl
) −
θe
−θTr
(
Q
(n)
D,kTl
)
Tr
(
Q
(n)
D,kTl
)
1− e−θTr
(
Q
(n)
D,kTl
)
and the equalities hold if and only if Q
(n)
D,k = QD,k and
ρD,k = ρ
(n)
D,k, respectively. With (23a) and (23b), the non-
convex constraint (22) can be approximated by the following
convex constraint:
ρD,k − ρ(n)D,k
ρ
(n)
D,k
+ log
(
ρ
(n)
D,k
)
+ +Ψ
(
Q
(n)
D,k
)
≤ log (ρˆD,l,k) .
(24)
For constraint (20b), RD,k is non-convex. Then, by introduc-
ing a set of auxiliary variables µD,k ≥ 0, we can approximate
(20b) as
γ˜D,k ≥ 1
µD,k
, (25a)
µD,kh
H
D,kQD,khD,k ≤ 2ρD,k − 1. (25b)
Note that t
(
µD,k,h
H
D,kQD,khD,k
)
= µD,kh
H
D,kQD,khD,k
is neither a convex nor a concave function of µD,k and
hHD,kQD,khD,k. Fortunately, inspired by [21], [22], we recall
the following inequality:
t
(
µD,k,h
H
D,kQD,khD,k
) ≤ T (µD,k,hHD,kQD,khD,k, φ(n)D,k)
=
1
2φ
(n)
D,k
µ2D,k +
φ
(n)
D,k
2
(
hHD,kQD,khD,k
)2
,
(26)
which holds for φ
(n)
D,k > 0. Then, we can use
T
(
µD,k,h
H
D,kQD,khD,k, φ
(n)
D,k
)
as an approximation of
t
(
µD,k,h
H
D,kQD,khD,k
)
.
Furthermore, the convergence of the proposed algorithm can
be proven by the following properties:
t
(
µD,k,h
H
D,kQD,khD,k
)
= T
(
µD,k,h
H
D,kQD,khD,k, φ
(n)
D,k
)
,
∇t(µD,k,hHD,kQD,khD,k) = ∇T (µD,k,hHD,kQD,khD,k, φ(n)D,k),
when φ
(n)
D,k =
µD,k
/
hHD,kQD,khD,k
. Therefore, by approxi-
mating the LHS of (25b) according to (26) and implementing
a first-order Taylor expansion on the RHS of (25b), constraint
(25b) can be reformulated as
1
2φ
(n)
D,k
µ2D,k +
φ
(n)
D,k
2
(
hHD,kQD,khD,k
)2
≤ 2ρ˜(n)D,k
(
ρ˜D,k − ρ˜(n)D,k + 1
)
− 1.
(27)
Finally, at iteration n+ 1, the optimization problem can be
6summarized as
max
{A}
f (Q,P )−h(n) (Q,P )
s.t. (13b), (13c), (13e), (13f), (21b), (24)
(8c), (25a), (27).
(28)
where A = {QD,k, PU,j , ρD,k, µD,k, ρˆD,l,k}.
When {PU,j,wD,k} are fixed, we can obtain the MMSE
receiver for uplink user j:
uU,j,z = Σ
−1
U,j,zhU,j,z
√
PU,j , (29)
where
ΣU,j,z =
∑
j′∈J
PU,j′hU,j′,zh
H
U,j′,z
+
∑
k′∈K
∑
l∈L
Tr(QD,k′Tl)δ
2
IRI,l,zIM + σ
2
U,zIM .
Overall, the detailed algorithm to solve problem (10) with
the iterative SDR-BCD-based algorithm is summarized in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Solution to Problem (10) with the Iterative SDR-
BCD-based Algorithm.
Input:
initialization: {A,uU,j,z}(0).
Set n→ 0.
1: repeat
2: Solve (28) with fixed receiver u
†
U,j,z → u(n)U,j,z , and
denote the optimal solutions as
(
Q†,P †,µ†,ρ†, ρˆ†
)
.
3: Update {A, φD,k}(n+1) →
{
A, µD,k
hHD,kQD,khD,k
}†
.
4: Obtain u
†
U,j,z by (29) with fixed Q
(n+1)
D,k and P
(n+1)
U,j .
5: Set n→ n+ 1.
6: until Convergence.
7: return The optimal solutions
{
u
†
U,j,z,Q
†
D,k, P
†
U,j
}
B. Stage II: Solution to Problem (12) with the Iterative SDR-
BCD-based Algorithm
Given the user association and MMSE receiver u
(n)
U,j in
problem (12), we can see that constraints (8b), (8c), (8e)
and (8f) can be transformed to convex expressions according
to the SDR approach in Stage I, i.e., (13b), (13c), (13e) and
(13f).
Then, under fixed uU,j,z , problem (12) can be rewritten as
max
{A0}
f (Q,P )− h(n) (Q,P )
s.t. Tr (QD,kTl) = 0, ∀ψ
(
Q¯D,kTl
)
= 0, ∀l, ∀k,
(8c), (13b), (13c), (13d), (13e), (13f),
(30)
where A0 = {QD,k, PU,j , ρD,k, µD,k}.
With user-RAU association, non-convex constraint (13d)
can be reformulated as∑
k∈KD,l,k
ρD,k ≤ CD,l, (31)
where KD,l represents the set of the user-RAU associations
with RAU l and ρD,k is formulated in (20b). Then, similar to
Algorithm 1, problem (12) can be approximated by the convex
problem as
max
{A0}
f (Q,P )− h(n) (Q,P )
s.t. Tr (QD,kTl) = 0, ∀ψ
(
Q¯D,kTl
)
= 0, ∀l, ∀k,
(13b), (13c), (13e), (13f), (31), (25a), (8c), (27),
(32)
where Q¯D,k = w¯D,kw¯
H
D,k.
The iterative SDR-BCD-based algorithm of problem (12) is
summarized in Algorithm 2.
The overall two-stage algorithm of problem (8) is summa-
rized in Algorithm 3.
Proposition 1: The proposed iterative SDR-BCD-based al-
gorithm is guaranteed to converge to a stationary point of
problem (13).
Proof 1: Please refer to Appendix A.
Algorithm 2 Solution to Problem (12) with the Iterative SDR-
BCD-based Algorithm.
Input:
initialization: {A0,uU,j,z}(0).
Set n→ 0.
1: repeat
2: Solve (32) with fixed receiver u
†
U,j,z → u(n)U,j,z, and
denote the optimal solutions as
(
Q†,P †,µ†,ρ†
)
.
3: Run 3, 4 and 5 of Algorithm 1.
4: until Convergence.
5: return The optimal solutions
{
u
†
U,j,z,Q
†
D,k, P
†
U,j
}
.
Algorithm 3 Overall Iterative SDR-BCD-based Algorithm.
1: Run Algorithm 1 to obtain the DU-RAU association.
2: Run Algorithm 2 to obtain the sparse beamforming and
power control strategy.
Problem (28) is a linear program (LP) that has 2KM2L2+J
real variables and 4J+4K+2L+KL linear constraints. The
problem can be solved efficiently by interior point method that
will take O(
√
2KM2L2 + J log(1/ǫ)) iterations, with each
iteration requiring at most O((2KM2L2+J)3+(2KM2L2+
J)(4J + 4K + 2L + KL)) [23], where ǫ is the precision
requiring for solving the problem.
IV. THE PROPOSED SPCA-BASED ALGORITHM
In the preceding section, we needed to solve an SDP
problem in each iteration. As is known, solving an SDP
problem requires relatively high computational complexity. In
this section, we develop a low-complexity algorithm named
the SPCA-based algorithm. Similar to Section III, we also for-
mulate the SPCA-based algorithm into two-stage optimization
subproblems.
7max
wD,k,uU,j,z,PU,j
ϑ(0) (35a)
s.t.
∥∥∥[2ϑ(N−1)k (χx,2k−1 − χx,2k)
]∥∥∥
2
≤ (χx,2k−1 + χx,2k) , k = 1, · · · , 2N−1, (35b)∥∥∥[2ϑ(t)
k˜
(
ϑ
(t+1)
k˜−1
− ϑ(t+1)
k˜
)]∥∥∥
2
≤
(
ϑ
(t+1)
k˜−1
+ ϑ
(t+1)
k˜
)
, t = 0, · · · , (N − 2) , k˜ = 1, · · · , 2t (35c)
A. Stage I: Solution to Problem (10) with the Iterative SPCA-
based Algorithm
Motivated by [21], we first reformulate problem (8) as
max
wD,k,uU,j,z ,PU,j
∏
k∈K
(1 + rD,k)
∏
j∈J
(1 + rU,j) (33a)
s.t.
(
2RD,min,k − 1) γD,k ≤ wHD,kHD,kwD,k, ∀k, (33b)(
2RU,min,j − 1) γU,j ≤ PU,j∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j,z∣∣2, ∀j ∈ J˜z
(33c)
(8b), (8c), (8g), (10b), (33d)
which can be further equivalently rewritten as
max
wD,k,uU,j,z ,PU,j
∏
k∈K
χD,k
∏
j∈J
χU,j (34a)
s.t. 1 + rD,k ≥ χD,k, ∀k, (34b)
1 + rU,j ≥ χU,j , ∀j, (34c)
χU,j ≥ 1, χD,k ≥ 1, ∀k, ∀j, (34d)
(8b), (8c), (8g), (10b), (33b), (33c), (34e)
where HD,k = hD,kh
H
D,k.
Note that the objective function in (34) admits an SOC
representation [21], [24], as shown at the top of the next page.
In particular, we rewrite the objective function in (35) as where
N is some positive integer, and N = ⌈log2(K + J)⌉, where
⌈x¯⌉ is the smallest integer not less than x¯. χx is defined as
χx =
{
χD, x ∈ K,
χU, x ∈ J . (36)
It is obvious that the order of x will not affect the result when
the following relevant expression is one-to-one matched. In
practice, we first consider χD and then χU. We note that
the expression is satisfied if and only if log2(K + J) =
⌈log2(K + J)⌉; when log2(K + J) 6= ⌈log2(K + J)⌉, we
define an additional χx,x′ = 1 for x
′ = K + J + 1, · · · , 2N .
Then, we consider the constraint of (34). We can see that
(34d), (8b) and (8c) are already convex forms. Thus, the next
work of the paper is mainly to deal with the constraints in
(34b), (34c), (10b), (33b) and (33c).
To begin, we can rewrite constraint (34b) as
γD,k ≤
wHD,kHD,kwD,k
χD,k − 1 .
(37)
We observe that (37) is non-convex. Since the RHS has the
form of quadratic-over-linear, it can be replaced by its first-
order expansions [25]. Thus, we can transform the problem
into convex programming. Specifically, we define the function:
g (w, χ,A) = w
HAw
χ−a , where A ≥ 0 and χ ≥ a. Then, we
obtain the first-order Taylor expansion of g (w, χ,A) about a
certain point
(
w(n), χ(n)
)
as
G
(
w, χ,w(n), χ(n),A, a
)
=
2ℜ
{(
w(n)
)H
Aw
}
χ(n) − a −
(
w(n)
)H
Aw(n)(
χ(n) − a)2 (χ− a) .
(38)
By replacing the RHS of (37) by (38), we can transform
constraint (34b) into a convex form, which is
γD,k ≤ G
(
wD,k, χD,k,w
(n)
D,k, χ
(n)
D,k,HD,k, 1
)
. (39)
Next, we note that the RHS of constraint (33b) has a similar
expansion compared to (34b). Therefore, similar to (38), we
define the function: s (w) = wHAw, and obtain the following
first-order Taylor expansion as
S
(
w,w(n),A
)
=
(
w(n)
)H
Aw(n)
+ 2ℜ
{(
w(n)
)H
A
(
w −w(n)
)}
.
(40)
Thus, (33b) can be approximated by
(
2RD,min,k − 1) γD,k ≤ S
(
wD,k,w
(n)
D,k,HD,k
)
. (41)
Next, we deal with constraints (33c) and (34c). To facilitate
the analysis, we first rewrite (34c) as
γU,j ≤
PU,j
∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j,z∣∣2
χU,j − 1 .
(42)
Since both constraints (33c) and (42) share the same variables,
i.e., γU,j and PU,j
∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j,z∣∣2, we will deal with the two
constraints in a similar way. To begin with, we first consider
the LHS variable of both constraints, i.e., γU,j . It can be
observed that γU,j involves a quartic term of the optimization
variables, i.e.,
γU,D,j,z =
∑
k∈K
∑
l∈L
‖wD,l,k‖2δ2IRI,l,z‖uU,j,z‖2, (43)
which is the most difficult part. By introducing a series of
variables P˜D,l and
¯˜PD,l,j , we approximate γU,D,j,z as∑
k∈K
‖wD,l,k‖2 ≤ P˜D,l, (44a)
P˜D,lδ
2
IRI,l,z‖uU,j,z‖2 ≤ ¯˜P 2D,l,j , (44b)
0 ≤ P˜D,l ≤ P¯D,l. (44c)
However, the inequality (44b) is still non-convex. To proceed,
we introduce the following lemma:
Lemma 1: Let a > 0 and b ∈ R be some arbitrary variables,
d ∈ CN¯ be a vector, c be a constant value. Then, ac‖d‖2 ≤ b2
8can be approximated by the following inequality:(
a(n)
)2
c‖d‖2 − 2ba(n)b(n) +
(
b(n)
)2
a ≤ 0, (45)
where a(n) and b(n) are the corresponding feasible points of
a and b, respectively.
Proof 2: First, we rewrite the inequality as
c‖d‖2 − b
2
a
≤ 0. (46)
Then, by approximating b
2
a
with its first-order Taylor expan-
sion, we can obtain the desired result.
Further, according to Lemma 1, we can see that (44b) can
be approximated by the following convex constraint:(
P˜
(n)
D,l
)2
δ2IRI,l,z‖uU,j,z‖2
− 2 ¯˜PD,l,j ¯˜P
(n)
D,l,jP˜
(n)
D,l +
(
¯˜P
(n)
D,l,j
)2
P˜D,l ≤ 0,
(47)
Although we convert the quartic term of γU,D,j,z into convex
form, there still exists a non-convex expression in γU,j , that is,∑
j∈J ,j′ 6=j
PU,j′
∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j′,z∣∣2. Motivated by [26], we obtain
∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j′,z∣∣2 ≤ β
2
U,j,j′
PU,j′
, (48)
where βU,j,j′ is a newly introduced variable.
Then, by applying Lemma 1, (48) can be approximated as
(
P
(n)
U,j′
)2∣∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j′,z
∣∣∣
2
− 2βU,j,j′β
(n)
U,j,j′
P
(n)
U,j′
+
(
β
(n)
U,j,j′
)2
PU,j′ ≤ 0.
(49)
Then, according to the above approximation, we can repre-
sent (33c) as(
2RU,min,j − 1) γ¯U,j ≤ ∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j,z∣∣2, (50)
where
γ¯U,j =
∑
j∈J ,j′ 6=j
β2U,j,j′
PU,j
+
σ2U,z‖uU,j,z‖2
PU,j
+
∑
l∈L
¯˜P 2D,l,j
PU,j
.
(51)
It is obvious that the LHS of (50) is converted to convex
form, and similar to (40), we approximate the RHS of (50)
and rewrite (50) as(
2RU,min,j − 1) γ¯U,j ≤ S
(
uU,j,z,u
(n)
U,j,z,HU,j,z
)
, (52)
where HU,j,z = hU,j,zh
H
U,j,z .
Here, (42) is still non-convex, as there is a variable in the
denominator on the RHS of the inequality. Similar to (50),
(42) can be equivalently represented as
γ¯U,j ≤
∣∣uHU,j,zhU,j,z∣∣2
χU,j − 1 .
(53)
Additionally, we further approximate (53) as
γ¯U,j ≤ G
(
uU,j,z, χ,u
(n)
U,j,z, χ
(n),HU,j,z, 1
)
. (54)
Finally, we focus on the backhaul constraint (10b). Similar
to (20), by introducing an auxiliary variable ρ˜D,k ≥ 0,
constraint (10b) can be approximated as∑
k∈K
ρ˜D,k
(
1− e−θ‖wD,l,k‖
2
2
)
≤ CD,l, (55a)
RD,k ≤ ρ˜D,k. (55b)
It is obvious that both (55a) and (55b) are in non-convex
form, and in the following, we will first handle (55a) and then
(55b). To begin with, similar to (22), we approximate (55a) as
ρ˜D,k
(
1− e−θ‖wD,l,k‖
2
2
)
≤ ¯˜ρ2D,k,l, (56a)∑
k∈K
¯˜ρ
2
D,k,l ≤ CD,l, (56b)
where ¯˜ρD,k,l is a newly introduced variable. Here, (56b) is of
convex form, and then, we represent (56a) as
1− e−θ‖wD,l,k‖22 ≤
¯˜ρ2D,k,l
ρ˜D,k
. (57)
Since 1 − e−θw is convex function over w, its first-order
approximation serves as its upper bound. Specifically, given
any w(n), the first-order approximation of 1 − e−θw can be
expressed as
1− e−θw = V
(
w,w(n)
)
= 1− e−θw(n) + θe−θw(n)
(
w −w(n)
)
.
(58)
Then, by employing Lemma 1 and (58), (57) can be
approximated as
V
(
‖wD,l,k‖22 ,
∥∥∥w(n)D,l,k
∥∥∥2
2
)(
ρ˜
(n)
D,k
)2
≤ 2¯˜ρD,k,l ¯˜ρ(n)D,k,lρ˜(n)D,k −
(
¯˜ρ
(n)
D,k,l
)2
ρ˜D,k.
(59)
It can be seen that, by now, (55a) has been approximated
by a convex expression. Next, we will handle (55b) by
employing the newly introduced variable µ˜D,k, and (55b) can
be approximated by the following expressions:∑
k′∈K,k′ 6=k
∣∣hHD,kwD,k′ ∣∣2 +∑
j∈J
pU,j |hIUI,j,k|2+σ2n ≥ µ˜D,k,
(60a)∣∣∣hHD,kwD,k
∣∣∣2
µ˜D,k
≤ 2ρ˜D,k − 1. (60b)
Since
∣∣∣hHD,kwD,k′
∣∣∣2 and 2ρ˜D,k are concave functions over
wD,k′ and ρ˜D,k, we can obtain the lower bound of them. Then,
taking a further step, we have the following convex constraints
to approximate constraint (60a) and constraint (60b):∑
k′∈K,k′ 6=k
S
(
wD,k′ ,w
(n)
D,k′ ,HD,k
)
+
∑
j∈J
pU,j |hIUI,j,k|2+σ2n ≥ µ˜D,k,
(61a)∣∣∣hHD,kwD,k
∣∣∣2
µ˜D,k
≤ 2ρ˜(n)D,k
(
ρ˜D,k − ρ˜(n)D,k + 1
)
− 1. (61b)
9Then, the original problem (33) can be reformulated as a
series of the convex approximate problems discussed above.
Iteration n+ 1 of the proposed approach is
max
{B}
ϑ(0) (62a)
s.t. (8b), (8c), (8g), (34d), (35b), (35c), (62b)
(39), (41), (44a), (44c), (47), (49), (62c)
(52), (54), (56b), (59), (61a), (61b), (62d)
where B =
{
wD,k,uU,j,z, PU,j , µ˜D,k, ρ˜D,k, ¯˜ρD,k,l, βU,j,j′ , P˜D,l,
¯˜PD,l,j , χU,j, χD,k
}
.
The proposed SPCA algorithm for problem (10) is outlined
in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Solution to Problem (10) with the Iterative
SPCA-based Algorithm.
Input:
initialization: {B}(0).
Set n→ 0.
1: repeat
2: Solve problem (62) to find optimal solutions {B}† with
the current feasible point {B}(n).
3: Update {B}(n+1) → {B}†.
4: Set n→ n + 1.
5: until Convergence.
6: return The optimal solutions
{
P †U,j,w
†
D,k,u
†
U,j,z
}
.
Although the proposed SPCA algorithm has a lower com-
plexity compared to the SDR-BCD algorithm, the initialization
condition of the SPCA algorithm is more stringent. For the
SDR-BCD algorithm, the received beamforming vector u
(0)
U,j,z
can be initialized with an arbitrary vector. Meanwhile, the
SPCA algorithm must be initialized with a feasible point,
and an infeasible initialization point will make the problem
incapable of being solved. One can refer to [25] to find a
feasible solution.
Proposition 2: The proposed iterative SPCA-based algo-
rithm is guaranteed to monotonically converge. Moreover, the
converged solution generated by the proposed SPCA-based
algorithm is a KKT solution of problem (34).
Proof 3: Please refer to Appendix B.
B. Stage II: Solution to Problem (12) with the Iterative SPCA-
based Algorithm
Similar to Section III, given the user association, problem
(12) can be reformulated as
max
{B}
ϑ(0) (63a)
s.t. (8b), (8c), (8g), (34d), (35b), (35c), (63b)
(39), (41), (44a), (44c), (47), (63c)
(49), (52), (54), (61a), (61b), (63d)∑
k∈KD,l
ρ˜D,k ≤ CD,l. (63e)
TABLE I: Simulation Parameters
Radius 60 m
Power constraint for RAU/User 1 W/0.5 W
No. of T-RAUs/R-RAUs (DUs/UUs) 10/10 (5/5)
Path loss 128.1+37.6log10(d)
Lognormal shadowing/Rayleigh fading 8 dB/0 dB
Noise power (σ2U,z = σ
2
D,k = σ
2) -70 dBm
The iterative SPCA algorithm for problem (12) is summa-
rized in Algorithm 5, where B0 = {wD,k,uU,j,z, PU,j , µ˜D,k,
ρ˜D,k, βU,j,j′ , P˜D,l,
¯˜PD,l,j , χU,j , χD,k
}
.
The overall two-stage SPCA-based algorithm for problem
(8) is summarized in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 5 Solution to Problem (12) with the Iterative
SPCA-based Algorithm.
Input:
Generate initial feasible points {B0}(0).
Set n→ 0.
1: repeat
2: Solve problem (63) to find optimal solutions {B0}†.
3: Run 3 and 4 of Algorithm 4.
4: until Convergence.
5: return The optimal solutions
{
P †U,j ,w
†
D,k,u
†
U,j,z
}
.
Algorithm 6 Overall Iterative SPCA-based Algorithm.
1: Run Algorithm 4 to obtain the DU-RAU association.
2: Run Algorithm 5 to obtain the sparse beamforming and
power control strategy.
It can be shown that the problem (62) has 2MKL + J
real variables and has a complexity order of O((2MKL +
J)2(2J(2M+3J+L+1)+KL(2MLK+2M+5)+4K(ML+
K+J−1)+7K+2MK2+2L)+3(2(N−1)+
N−2∑
t=1
2t)) [27].
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, some numerical examples are evaluated
to show the performance of the proposed algorithms under
different system settings. We consider an L-DAS in a circular
area with the detailed simulation parameters listed in Table II.
For simplicity, we set equal backhaul constraints. We model
the residual interference power between T-RAU l and R-RAU
z as δIRI,l,z = ∆IRI,l,zσ
2 = ∆σ2, where ∆IRI,l,z = ∆, ∀l, z
represents the ratio of the channel estimation error.
Fig. 2 shows the convergence behaviour of the proposed
iterative SDR-BCD and SPCA-based algorithms for problem
(10) when CD,l = 20 bps/Hz, M = 2 and ∆ = −5 dB, with
the other fixed parameters. It can be observed that the proposed
algorithms converge roughly within 10-15 iterations. Specif-
ically, the SPCA-based algorithm achieves the best steady-
state performance with monotonic convergence, followed by
the SDR-BCD-based algorithm.
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Fig. 2: Convergence performance versus iteration.
Fig. 3 illustrates the SE performance versus the number
of RAU antennas M for RD,min,k = RU,min,j = 0.1 bps/Hz,
∆ = −5 dB, and CD,l = 60 bps/Hz. To clarify the problem,
we compare our algorithms with the TDD and C-RAN CCFD
schemes. As expected, from Fig. 3, we can find that the SE
of all algorithms rapidly increases with the increase in the
number of antennas. Specifically, the SE of the SPCA- and
SDR-BCD-based algorithms is higher than those of the TDD
and C-RAN FD schemes, approximately (22.87, 2.57) bps/Hz
and (21.77, 1.48) bps/Hz, respectively. It is also observed that
the proposed algorithms achieve a close SE performance, and
the SPCA algorithm achieves a better performance than the
SDR-BCD algorithm.
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Fig. 3: SE performance versus M.
Next, we compare the performance of the proposed al-
gorithms in terms of CPU time (i.e., time complexity) over
100 problem instances. Fig. 4 demonstrates the CPU time
consumption of the proposed algorithms versus the number
of RAU transmit antennas M, with a fixed number of uplink
users and downlink users and set RD,min,k = RU,min,j =
0.1 bps/Hz,∆IRI,l,z = −10 dB, and CD,l = 60 bps/Hz. It can
be seen from this figure that the time consumed by the SDR-
BCD-based algorithm rapidly increases with M, while the time
complexity of the SPCA-based algorithm merely changes with
different M. Moreover, the time consumed by both algorithms
is close to each other when M ≤ 4, and the gap is obvious
when M > 4. For example, when M=4, the time consumed
by the SDR-BCD-based algorithm is approximately 2.13 times
that by the SPCA-based algorithm, while the increases are
4.01- and 13.72-fold when M=5 and M=9, respectively.
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Fig. 4: CPU time versus M.
Then, the SE performance versus channel estimation error
for RD,min,k = RU,min,j = 0.1 bps/Hz, M = 2, and CD,l = 60
bps/Hz is given in Fig. 5. A general observation is that
the proposed algorithms with the NAFD and C-RAN CCFD
schemes can significantly improve the SE compared with the
TDD scheme when δIRI,l,z is substantially suppressed, i.e., ∆
is as small as possible. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 5, when
∆ ≤ 15 dB and ∆ ≤ 5 dB, the proposed algorithms with
NAFD and C-RAN CCFD perform better than that with TDD,
respectively, and when ∆ reduces to −20 dB, the total SE
gains of the two schemes are 22.29 bps/Hz and 18.84 bps/Hz
higher than that of the TDD scheme, respectively. However,
when ∆IRI,l,z > 25 dB and ∆IRI,l,z > 10 dB, the TDD
system outperforms the NAFD and C-RAN CCFD systems.
In addition, we also find that the total SE gain of the SPCA-
based algorithm at ∆ = −20 dB is 20.47 bps/Hz higher than
that when ∆IRI,l,z = 10 dB, and the increase of the SE gain
will be faster when ∆ ≤ 10 dB.
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Fig. 5: SE performance versus channel estimation error.
Finally, in Fig. 6, we illustrate the SE performance versus
backhaul constraint for each RAU when RD,min,k = RU,min,j =
0.1 bps/Hz, M = 4, and ∆IRI,l,z = −10 dB. As expected,
from Fig. 6, we can find that all algorithms that include
the TDD and C-RAN CCFD schemes achieve higher SE
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Fig. 6: SE performance versus backhaul constraint for each
RAU.
performance as the backhaul constraint increases. However,
our proposed algorithms obtain a higher SE gain than the
TDD scheme, and compared to the TDD scheme, the proposed
algorithms and the C-RAN CCFD scheme can easily achieve
stable SE gain.
For example, the SE of the SPCA-based and SDR-BCD-
based algorithms reaches 95.97 bps/Hz - 97.69 bps/Hz and
94.30 bps/Hz - 96.10 bps/Hz, while that of the TDD scheme
reaches 58.64 bps/Hz - 86.87 bps/Hz, when the backhaul
increases from 20 bps/Hz to 120 bps/Hz. The reason can
be explained as follows. When the backhaul constraint is 20
bps/Hz, the downlink transmission is suppressed due to the
downlink backhaul constraint, while the uplink can achieve
a higher SE gain given the lower interferences caused by T-
RAUs. However, in the TDD scheme, the downlink and uplink
transmission operate in different T-F slots, and the low level
of the downlink backhaul constraint will significantly suppress
the downlink transmission while the uplink transmission op-
erates in another T-F slot with a regular level. Furthermore,
when the backhaul constraint is lower than 20 bps/Hz, the SE
gain of all the schemes are all at a low level because most of
the backhaul links operate in an unsatisfactory status or series
interferences occur between downlink and uplink transmission.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the joint sparse beamform-
ing and power control for an L-DAS with NAFD under
finite backhaul and QoS constraints. To deal with the finite
backhaul, we have designed downlink sparse beamforming
by approximating the l0 norm as a concave function and
proposed a two-stage iterative algorithm. Two approaches were
proposed to handle the highly non-convex joint transceiver
design problem with a performance and complexity trade-
off. In the first approach, we proposed an iterative SDR-BCD
algorithm with alternatively fixed transmitter and receiver for
distributed design of the optimization variables. In the second
design approach, we proposed an iterative SPCA algorithm to
jointly deal with the non-convex constraints by approximating
them as convex ones. The simulation results showed that the
proposed algorithms have a superior performance over the
TDD scheme when the IRI is suppressed to a low stage.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Let us first start with the convergence proof of Algorithm
1 when uU are fixed. Thus, we first define the two important
properties as
h(n+1)
(
Q(n),P (n)
)
=h
(
Q(n),P (n)
)
, (64)
∇h(n+1)
(
Q(n),P (n)
)
=∇h
(
Q(n),P (n)
)
, (65)
where property (64) means that the optimal value of (17) at
the (n+ 1)th iteration is tight to iteration n when (Q,P ) =(
Q(n),P (n)
)
.
Let ω(n+1) be the optimal objective of (17) at (n + 1)th
iteration; based on [3], we obtain
ω(n+1) = f
(
Q(n+1),P (n+1)
)
− h(n+1)
(
Q(n+1),P (n+1)
)
≥ f
(
Q(n),P (n)
)
− h(n−1)
(
Q(n),P (n)
)
= ω(n).
(66)
Inequation (66) shows that the sequence ω(n+1) is non-
decreasing. Moreover, ω(n+1) is bounded above due to the
limited transmit power; thus, it is guaranteed to converge.
Then, let ζ denote the feasible set of (28). Constraints
(13b), (13c), (14a), (13e) and (13f) are all of convex form due
to the SDR approximation. The solution satisfies the convex
constraint in problem (28) and must satisfy the corresponding
constraints in problem (17). Furthermore, we have used the
upper bound to approximate non-convex constraint (13e), as
shown in (31), (25a) and (27); thus, any feasible solution to
problem (28) satisfies all the constraints of problem (17).
The alternative optimization with MMSE receiver uU can
achieve the same optimal value for problem (17) and converges
to a stationary point of (17) [28]; hence, the alternative
optimization with MMSE receiver uU will not affect the
convergence of problem (17), which thus completes the proof.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
The convergence proof of Algorithm 4 follows the same
spirit as the proof of proposition 1. In the following, we try to
prove that the converged solution satisfies the KKT conditions
of problem (33).
Define a non-convex constraint fnc (b) ≤ 0, which is iter-
atively approximated by the convex constraint fc
(
b, b˜
)
≤ 0,
where b˜ is the optimal solution to the approximated problem
in the previous iteration. Additionally, we suppose the two
problems satisfy the following conditions:
C1: fc
(
b, b˜
)
≥ fnc (b).
C2: fc
(
b˜, b˜
)
= fnc
(
b˜
)
.
C3: ∇b=b˜fc
(
b, b˜
)
= ∇b=b˜fnc (b).
C4: The approximated problem satisfies Slater’s
condition.
Then, the successive convex approximation algorithm can
always yield a solution satisfying the KKT conditions of the
problem [3], [29]. Given that in Algorithm 4, we use the
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SPCA method result and the first-order Taylor expansion as the
upper bound or lower bound to approximate the non-convex
constraints in problem (33), it is easy to check that the series of
constraints (34d), (35b), (35c), (39), (41), (44a), (44c), (47),
(49), (52), (54), (56b), (59) and (61) are approximations to
constraints (33b)-(33d) satisfying the conditions given in C1-
C3.
Finally, we will show that problem (62) satisfies Slater’s
condition, i.e., condition C4. Specifically, let {B}(n) denote
a feasible solution to problem (62) in the n-th iteration.
Given any sequences {ςD,1, · · · , ςD,K} and {ςU,1, · · · , ςU,J}
that satisfy ςD,k ≤ 1, ∀k and ςU,j ≤ 1, ∀j, respectively, then
we consider the solution as{
wD,k=ςD,kw
(n)
D,k, PU,j = ςU,jP
(n)
U,j ,{B1}={B1}(n)
}
,
(67)
where B1 =
{
uU,j,z, µ˜D,k, ρ˜D,k, ¯˜ρD,k,l, βU,j,j′ , P˜D,l,
¯˜PD,l,j,
χU,j , χD,k}.
With this solution, we can confirm (8c), (8d), (44a), (44c)
and (47) as
∑
k∈K
‖wD,l,k‖2 =
∑
k∈K
ς2D,k
∥∥∥w(n)D,l,k
∥∥∥2 ≤ P¯D,l, ∀l, (68)
PU,j = ςU,jP
(n)
U,j ≤ P (n)U,j ≤ P¯U,j , ∀j, (69)
∑
k∈K
‖wD,l,k‖
2 =
∑
k∈K
ς
2
D,l,k
∥∥∥w(n)D,l,k
∥∥∥
2
<
∑
k∈K
∥∥∥w(n)D,l,k
∥∥∥
2
≤ P˜
(n)
D,l ,
(70)
P˜D,lδ
2
IRI,l,z‖uU,j,z‖2 = P˜ (n)D,l δ2IRI,l,z
∥∥∥u(n)U,j,z
∥∥∥2 ≤ ( ¯˜P 2D,l,j
)(n)
,
(71)
P˜D,l = P˜
(n)
D,l ≤ P¯D,l. (72)
In the same spirit, we can confirm that the solution given in
(67) is a strictly feasible solution to problem (62). Therefore,
Slater’s condition holds for problem (62) [25]. Therefore, the
solution obtained by Algorithm 3 satisfies the KKT condition
of problem (33).
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